
8H

First embraced by the famous Emory Remington of the Eastman School, the Conn 88H Symphony Trombone 
defines trombone performance with its unique tone color and refusal to “breakup” even at the most extreme 
dynamics. Each generation of artists, teachers and designers since has made this classic instrument their own. 
No other trombone has the pedigree of C.G. Conn.

88H

88HO

Professional Conn Trombones

The Conn 8H Symphony trombone  is a professional trombone 
ideal for both symphonic and solo performance. 
Available in silver-plate finish as model 8HSP.  

The Conn 88H Symphony trombone is bronze bell professional 
trombone ideal for both symphonic and solo performance.  
Available in silver-plate finish as model 88HSP.  

The Conn 88HO Symphony trombone features smooth and quick 
handslide action in bronze material.  It is a  professional trombone 
ideal for both symphonic and solo performance. Available in silver-
plate finish as model 88HOSP.
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Professional Conn Trombones

88HCL

88HT

88HTCL

88HTO

The Conn 88HCL Symphony trombone is a professional 
trombone ideal featuring the patented “CL2000” valve 
and is ideal for both symphonic and solo performance. 
Available in silver-plate finish as model 88HCLSP.

The Conn 88HT Symphony trombone features a .547” 
primary bore combined with a .562” bore traditional 
wrap F attachment that offers outstanding clarity 
and projection.  The chrome plated nickel silver inner 
handslide tubes provide the ideal surface for smooth 
and quick handslide action.  The thin or traditional 
bronze material used in the professional bell produces a 
deep, warm resonant sound with a quick response. The 
clear lacquer finish adds a subtle warmth to the overall.

The Conn 88HTCL Symphony trombone features a 
.547" primary bore combined with a .562" bore offers 
outstanding clarity and projection with an open feel. 
The open wrap F attachment features the patented 
"CL2000" valve designed by renowned solo trombone 
artist Christian Lindberg. The thin or traditional bronze 
material used in the professional bell produces a deep, 
warm resonant sound with a quick response.

The Conn 88HTO Symphony trombone features a 
.547” primary bore combined with a .562” bore open 
wrap F attachment that offers outstanding clarity and 
projection with an open feel.  The chrome plated nickel 
silver inner handslide tubes provide the ideal surface for 
smooth and quick handslide action.  The thin bronze 
material used in the professional bell produces a deep, 
warm resonant sound with a quick response.  The clear 
lacquer finish adds a subtle warmth to the overall.
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Professional Conn Trombones

Model Key Bore                                                                Bell Material Bell Diameter Valve
Removable 

Balancer
Finish Mouthpiece

34H Eb
.491/.500”

12.47/12.70mm
Yellow Brass 7” / 177.80mm

Yes

Clear Lacquer

7C
36H Eb/Bb Single Traditional rotor, Standard wrap

8H
Bb .547 / 13.89mm

Bronze

8 1/2" / 215.90mm

Yes

5G

8HT Thin wall Bronze Yes

88H

Bb/F
.547 / 13.89mm

Bronze

Single Traditional rotor, Standard wrap

 

88HT Thin wall Bronze

88HY Yellow Brass

88HSGX Sterling Silver
Silver Plate w/

Gold Trim

88HO Bronze

Single Traditional rotor, Open wrap
Clear Lacquer

88HTO Thin wall Bronze

88HYO Yellow Brass

88KO Bronze

88HSO
Sterling Silver

88HOSGX
Silver Plate w/

Gold Trim

88HCL Bronze

Single CL2000 rotor, Open wrap
Clear Lacquer

88HTCL Thin wall Bronze

88HYCL Yellow Brass

88KCL Bronze 9" / 228.60mm

88HSCL
Sterling Silver 8 1/2" / 215.90mm

88HCLSGX
Silver Plate w/

Gold Trim

110H

.562 / 14.27mm Bronze

10” / 254.00mm
Single Traditional rotor, Open wrap

Clear Lacquer 1 1/2G

112H

Bb/F/Gb

Dual Traditional rotors, Independent

62H

9 1/2" / 241.30

Dual Traditional rotors, Dependent

62HI Dual Traditional rotors, Independent

62HCL Dual CL2000 rotors, Independent

Standard features include chrome plated nickel silver inside hand slide material, red brass outside hand slide material, dual radius nickel silver hand slide crook, 
yellow brass inside slide material nickel silver outside slide material and a woodshell case.

34H36H

The Conn model 34H alto trombone is designed 
for the player looking for a high performance alto 
trombone with slide positions in the same relative 
positions as a tenor trombone.  
Available in silver-plate finish as model 34HSP.

The Conn model 36H is the most popular Eb alto 
trombone available.  It features a 7” yellow brass bell 
designed for excellent resonance and projection with a 
traditional wrap Bb section with a standard rotor valve 
adding facility to difficult passages.  The .491”/.500’ 
dual-bore handslide design provides an ease of 
response and open feel.  The clear lacquer finish 
provides a subtle warmth to the overall sound.
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